
~ NORTH CAROLINA GROWERS 
ASSOCIATION JINe. 

Matth 27, 2009 

Mr. Thomas Dowd 

Administrator 

Office of Policy Development and Research 

Employment and Training Administration 

Uni.ted States Department of Labor 

RoomN-S641 

200 Constibrtion Avenue, NW 

Washington, DC 20210 

RE: Public Comment on the Impact of Suspending the Btl<;h Administration H-2A Rule on 

Program Participants - RJN 1205-AB55 

Dear Mr. Dowd: 

The Notth Carolina Growers Association (NCGA) is writing to submit comments fol' the public 

record regarding the proposed U.S. Department oCLabor (DOL or Department) regulatory action 

pUblished in the Federal RCgUter on Tuesday, March 17, 2009. to suspend the H-2A Program 

Final Rule that went into effect on January, 17,2009. 

NCGA is 0 non-profit growers' cooperative that oonsi~ts of 750 fanners from across the state of 

North Carolina thnt produce. wide variety of labor intensive diversified crops. NCGA growers 

m:e unique because of their compliance with federal itnmigration and labor laws" as well as their 
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progressive labor management practices that include a collective bargaining agreement with the 

Farm Labor Organizing Committee (FLOC) union and a grievance/alternative dispute resolution 

program that covers 7000 foreign H-2A workers and thousands mort US workers. NCGA is tbe 

largest H-2A program participant in the nation and has held that distinction for at least the last 15 

years. 

At the outset it should he DOted that NCGA strongly opposes the substance of the Department's 

proposal to suspend the H-2A Final regulations and objects to the process by which the 

Department is pursuing this regulatory change, including the extremely condensed 10 day time 

frame that has heeo establisbed for public comment. The Department's proposal appears to he 

nothing more than a Notice ofProposed RulemaJdng (NPRM) couched in different terms (a 

suspension of rules) in an attempt to avoid complying with tbe requirements oithe 

Administrative Procedure Act, w.hich governs the process for federal rulcmaking. 

First ofall, the truncated 10-<lay comment period is an unreasonable time in which to expect the 

public to be able to evaluate and comm.ent on the substance and implications of the Department's 

proposal. Growers throughout the country, who "'" the vast majority of the regulated public 

affected by this proposal, are fully engaged in the production ofcrops to feed this nation and 

sUn.ply do not have sufficient time to stop what they are doing at this critical juncture in the peak 

of spring preparation, planting, and in some cases harvesting, to adequately and comprehensively 

address this devastating and destabilizing proposal that was sprong on the regulated commumty 

witb absolutely no advance warning or notice. By contrast, the rules currently in effect included 

an NPRM by the prior Admioistration that was preceded by more than 6 months of review and 

DOtice to the regulated community, beginning with an announcement from the White House in 

August of2007, that the Department was undertaking a review of the H-2A program. 

Given the complexity and wide-ranging jrnplications of the Obama Administration's H-2A 

proposal, we are asking the Department to extend the comment period in this ndemaking for at 

least 60 more days. Even after the six months of advance notice to the public that the 

Department was preparing the February 13,2008 NPRM, the Department initially provided the 
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public with 45-day cemment period. P=id<nt Barael< Obama, who was then a U.s. Senator, 

then requested the Department extend that comment period for 90 days. and the Department 

ultimately provided a total of 60 days for public cemmont. The Obama Labor Dopanrnent has 

provided no reasonable -let alone compelling - explanation for why a lO-day comment period is 

appropriate in this ruJemaking: when the now-President of the United States ofAmerica believed 

a ~mjJar rulemaklng on the H·2A program just one year ago required a comment period afat 

least 90 days. 

In addition. given tbe unpreeedented nature of this proposal to reverse regulations already in 

effect and promulgated after lllore than a year and a half ofdevelopment and public comment 

(and compliance with the APA), as well as the complexity and wide-ranging implications such a 

reversal would have on growers. the Department should, before making any Final decision on the 

proposal, hold several public hearings in locations around the U.S. convenient to users of the H

2A progtam in ordc:r to more fully explain the Department's proposal and hear directly from 

stakeholders about the effect the Department's proposal. would have on their operations and 

agricultoIal production. 

Furthermore., in the Federal Register notice. the Department specifically notes that it will not 

consider comments on the merits or substance of the Final rule issued on December IS, 2008, 

nor the old rules that the Department proposes to reinstate. It defies logic and fairness tbat a 

government agency would propose. with virtually no notice, to upend the settled expectations of 

H-2A program users by cancelling hundreds of pages ofan existing regulatory regime and 

replace it with hundreds more pages describing a completely different regime and not accept 

public commentoD even ODe sentence afany of those regulations. NCGA, as the largest H-2A 

user in the United SUites, has numerous comments it would like to offer on both the current 

regulations, a.'\ well as the prior rcgulatiOI13. if the Department is considering making changes to 

the H-2A program. We strongly object to the Department's attempt to adopt new regulations 

without taking public comment on the vcry regulations proposed to be adopted. Accordingly, we 

request that the Department amend this rulemaking to accept comments 00 the substance of 

regulations the Department is considering adopting. Indeed, a central putpOse of the 
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Administrative Procedure Act is to give the public an opportunity to provide input on the 

regulations an agency seeks to adopt. The Department has Dot provided any rationale fOJ: why it 

is abandoning normal rulemaking procedures and refusing to accept comments on the regulations 

it proposes to adopt. 

The Department apparently seeks comment only on whether or not it should suspend the current 

rules and replace thcm with the old rules. The Department's claimed justification and 

explanation for pursuing this proposed suspension of the H~2A regulations, however, lacks 

sufficient etUcial details and analysis necessary for stakeholders to fully evaluate the proposal. 

The Department's proposal repeatedly as~ broad conclusions about the impact of the current 

regulations without one iot8 ofsupporting data, facts, or analysis that can be evaluated by 

stakeholders. Moreover, the unreasonably short comment period does not allow stakeholders 

enough time to fully evaluate the allegations and conchlSOry statements the Department has 

provided. 

While DOL argues that the Department and State Workforce Agencies (SWA's) lack sufficient 

resources to effectively and efficiently implement tbe new H~2A wles, DOL has not cited any 

specific funding levels or explained what resources it needs. Without that relevant data, the 

public is unable to judge the merits of the Department's ptoposal. Moreover, there is ample 

evidence contradicting the Department's allegation that it lacks sufficient resources. ACCQrding 

'0 the Office of Management and Budget (OMB), the Department's discretioruuy budget in 

Fi~cal Year 2009 is more than $17.5 billion - nearly a 50010 increase over Fiscal Year 2008 levels 

ofS1 J.8 billion, and the President's budget for Fiscal Year 2010 includes even fUrther increases 

for DOL. The DOL Office that carries out labor certifications, including processing H-2A 

applications has also seeD huge funding increases this year that appear to be nearly 25% greater 

than Fiscal Year 2008 funding levels, according to publicly available data. It simply defies logic 

for the Depa.rtment to claim as a reason for suspending the H-2A rules that it lacks sufficient 

resources when it provides no funding information and all available data shows the Department 

receiving huge funding increases. 
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SWA's receive grant funding from DOL pursuant to the Workforce Investment Act aod Wagner

Peyser Act to carry out administrative responsibilities. including those under the H-2A program, 

and, on balance, compated with last year under the old H~2A rules, the SWA responsibilities _ 

have been reduced under the new rules while funding remains essentially comtant or has even 

increased. In addition. new DOL grant agreements with the states were issued late in 2008 and 

at that time each state knew what its responsibilities would be under the new H·2A program 

rules, including verifying the work eligibility ofwOTkers referred to H·2Ajob orders. Each state 

that accepted a grant agreed to conduct the required H-2A administrative activities, as they had 

agreed 1n prior years. The fact that states may not like to perform every activity that is required 

by law (Q.r pursuant to a grant agreement), or may claim that the cost of their work load exceeds 

the amount ofgrant money DOL provides is not a new development, nor a sufficient basis upon 

wlticb to suspend the current rule. States have made similar complsints about requirements, 

work load, and ftmding for years, including under the old rules where their responsibilities were 

greater than they are tmder the new regulations. 

Furthmnore, although DOL claims a lack of funding for the H~2A program. is a problem., it fails 

to explain how it can afford to engage in the present suspension rulema.king, including preparing: 

a proposal, evaluating comments, and issuing a Final rule presumably returning us to the old H

2A regime, which will require even more effort and costs by the SWAs than. are required under 

the new rules. In addition. as described in the Notice of Proposed Suspension. the Department 

apparently plans to tum around and conduct yet another fuJJ~blown H-2A rulemaking this year, 

which given the size of last year'~ ndemaking would surely be a lengthy, expensive and staff 

intensive effort. The Department also failed to consider aoy alternatives to suspending the 

current regulations as a means to compensate for alleged funding defic:iencies, such as asking 

Congress to redirect the H-2A application fees for the Department'5 use rather than depositing 

them in the U.S. Treasury. If sufficient funding is truly a concern - and it appears that it is not

then the most prudent course would be for the Department to maintain the status quo and 

administer the new regulations. since it appears to be less costly than returning to the old 

regulatiom. 
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DOL asserts that delays jn processing: have occurred under the new regulations and will increase 

os the season progresses. DOL has failed to cite any specific evidence supporting this allegation. 

Statements from program participants and an informal survey of SWA staff suggest to us that 

application delays are not a problem under the new rules. On the contrary, the old roles that the 

Department proposes to reinstitute frequently caused exteosive delays and returning to those 

regulation!'! and processes would adversely affect program users. NCGA suffered innumerable 

lengthy delays each year with its applications l.Ulder the old rules. Indeed, the problems wtth 

delays under the old Nles were well know by the Department and repeatedly cited by the 

Department as a reason for reforming the old regulations. NCGA, for c:;i(ampJc, made the 

tnmsition to the new mle without interruption or delay. In raet, NCGA bas filed nearly 66% of 

CY2009 applications. To date, certifications have been issued on time or have only been late by 

a day or two at the most. The new process is a marked improvement over the process we 

endured with the old regulations and we appreciate that the [)q>artment is, under the new rules, 

finally util11Jng a process that enables it to comply with the staMory requirement to ensure a 

timely adjudication. 

DOL states that it has been unable to implement the sequence of operational evcnts required to 

avoid confusion and application pmcessing delays, but provides no description ofwhat these 

"operational events" are. }be Department discusses the failure to implement an atttomatc:d 

review system and says that is requiring it to conduct manual reviews ofapplications and 

imposing a significant strain and processing delays. This argument is contrived as the: H~2A 

program has never had an automated review system and none was promised under the new rule. 

In fact. in the preamble to the Decemher 18, 2008 Final rule, the Department specifically staled 

that it would not be establishing an electronic system at this time, but hoped to do SO at some 

point in the future. Program users were not expecting an automated review system, the 

Department did not promise an automated review system and the lack of such as a system is not 

adversely affecting operation of the H~2A program for program users. In fact, processing under 

the new rules has improved. This is no doubt due in part to the removal of the duplicative SWA 

review of applications and the reformed application process that includes an attestation element 

to speed pnlCC."I.!Iing. This attestation based application system is exactly what those who have 
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asked the Department to suspend this rule (as well as the Sccmary of Labor herself) have long 

edvocated and supported as part of federallegisletion (AgJobs) reforming the H-2A program. 

As another reason for suspending the roles, DOL cites an inability to conduct training for Federal 

program staff, SWA staff, and program users. This is intentionally misleading and factually 

untrue. The Department held training sessions for users and staff in Atlanta and Denver last 

December after adequate notice and before the new rules went into effect. Program staff in 

Chicago held numerous training sessions and conference calls to train their adjudicators and state 

program edministmtors on the new H-2A ndes. The DOL Federal program SlJl1fdesigned the 

new regulations, so it is not clear what further training they would require. 

1be Department fails to acknowledge that exten!live training has already taken place and fails to 

explain what other training is required for staff and progmn users and why such training could 

not be provided. We also understand from SWA staff that the Department had. even scheduled 

additional training for SWAs, but suddenly aod without explanation cancelled that training. As 

part oCthe Department's extensive training efforts to date, it had an informative and easy to 

understand powerpoint program and other guidance posted on its website to help users comply 

with and understand the program. The Department also set up an email box to encourage 

questions from users and provide guidance. One of the most egregious recent actioml by the 

Department was the sudden removal from the DOL website of the powerpoint presentation and 

other guidance material the.! had been developed by the Departm.ent for the benefit of the 

regulated community. This material had been posted and maintained during tbe cWTent 

Administration, but now is inaccessible. The Department has also disabled an email inbox that 

had been utilized by program users for months to send questions to DOL. 

It is di!ingentious, at best, for the Department to clam it has been unable conduct training for 

progrem users, SWA, end DOL statrwhen DOL pillinly has conducted web training and 

provided guidance. Furthctmore, the Department cannot now cancel further training, attempt to 

remove an evidence of prior guidance and claim jt never existed, as a rationale for suspending 

the current regulations. Any of these alleged problems could be easily and quickly remedied by 

the Department. The Department csnnot neglect its administration of the role and then credibly 
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argue that the role jsn'1 working and there is widespread confusion when it is itselfsowing the 

seeds ofconfusion and disruption. Such behavior renrinds one of the story of the child who 

murders his parents and then throws himself on the mercy ofthe court as an orphan. 

DOL states that it believes it has a responsibility to employers, workers, SWA's and the public to 

ensure the regulatory regime "has a sound basis" and is capable of effective implementation. 

The Department has already articulated a sOlmd bosjs for the current regulations in the preamble 

to the Final rute. That sound basis was developed over nearly a year and balf. with extensive 

public comment, and included. in a rule that was promulgated in compliance with the APA· The 

Department cannot now reverse the prior regulations and their ~viously articulated sound basis 

without a welt reasoned analysis as part ofa rulemaking in compliance with the APA. The 

Depart:rnent has not done that in this case. In addition, the federal court hearing the challenge to 

the H-2A Final regulations has not found the basis for the new rules to be lacking. 

The Department maintains that suspending the new regulation and reinstating the prior regulation 

allows an examination of the new rule while maintaining the "previous status quo." That 

statement is illogical and bordm on nonsense. The status quo is what exists presently. 

Suspension of the current regulations results in a !ubstantive change in rights, liabilities, 

responsibilities, and remedies for employers and workers under the program and that is not 

maintaining the status quo. 

DOL claims it has increasing evidence that implementing the new regulatory program before an 

additional examination of relevant legal and economic concerns is unnecessarily disruptive and 

confusing to DOL's administration of the Il-2A prognun, SWA•s, agricultunll employe"" 

domestic and foreign workers and sugge:st3 it is important to avoid disruption in light ofsevere 

economic conditions. FiI5t ofall, the Department seems to be implying that it has not 

implemented the Final rule. The new rule beeame effective OD January 17 and DOL is 

compelled to administer the regulations, as they are presently the law of the land. If the 

Department seeks to revise or change its administration of the program then it must make those 

changes in compliance with the APA. 
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The Department bas failed to de.c;cribe just what evidence it possesses on this point or what type 

of disruption or confusion it is concerned about. Without any discussion of those elements by 

DOL it is not possible for the pubic to evaluate the Department's position or proposed actions, 

nor judge the quality and quantity of the Department's alleged evidence supporting its position. 

DOL has also falled to consider or acknowledge the dismption and confusion that would result 

from its propooal to suspend the current regulations. Similarly, DOL has also failed to consider, 

aeknowledge or quantify the di$nlption and confusion that would result from reinstating old 

regulations after. program users have made extensive business decisions based on the new 

regulations. Moreover, the new users of the program who have been attracted to it by the 

reformed regulations have no familiarity with the old regulatory regime. In that case, the 

Department's proposal would cause massive confusion and disruption. 

There is zero analysis of the specific legal and economic concerns the Department is referring to 

or how and to what extent those concerns are impacted by the claimed disruption and confusion. 

Without more detail about those specific issues, it is not possible for us to adequately evaluate 

the Department's proposal. By contrast, the Department, in promulgating the Final rule in 2008 

included considerable discU8sion about the co~ion and uncertainty caused by the old mles and 

addressed those concerns in the preamble. It is clear from our experience as the largest user of 

the H·2A program in the United States that utilizing the current H·2A program to secure lega.l 

seasonal workers is more logical, predictable, reliable, and less disruptive than the old H-2A 

regulations the Department proposes to reinstate. 

One relevant legal and economic concern resulting from the Department's action that it bas 

ignored relates to a SWA's legal obligation to conduct employment eligibility verification on all 

workers it refers pursuant to agricultural job orders. The H~2A rule contained important 

clarifications for SWAs and H·2A users relating to this issue. By suspending the H-lA Final 

rule and the clati.fication on eligibility verification, DOL is unnecessarily creating potential 

confusion among SWAs about their obligations. That confusion could lead some SWAs to stop 

conducting the employment eligibility verification they are legally required to pe~form and that 
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will result in increased C<lsts and burdens for employ=, including forcing employ.", to expend 

additional time and effort screening referred illegal workers from the applicant pool when that 

activity C<luld have been more efficiently perfOlJt1ed by the SWA. In addition, ifSWAs stop 

conducting employment verification tbat decision wiJl almost certainJy result in SWAs 

expending state and federal tax money to refer illegal workers to jobs that U.S. workers should 

be able to apply for. DOL has not explained how its action and the expenditure of public money 

for the benefit of illegal aHens would help U.S. workers. employers or the U.S. economy. 

The Department states that the development of the new regulations was based on policy 

decisions of the prior Administration, which may differ from the CUITeD.t Administration and the 

Department may wish to reconsider those decisions in light of rising unemployment ofU.S. 

wOTkers~ their availability, and economic problerm of the country. DOL. however, failed to 

describe how any of these factors affect or are affected by the new rules. The rate of 

unemployment is irrelevant to DOL's responsibility Wider the statute: The new rules have U.S. 

worker protections and hiring preferences as required by the statute. Therefore. H-2A program 

users are required to hire U.S. workers before hiring forejgn workers, as well as guarantee under 

a strong penalty structure to hire any qualified U.S. worker through the first 30 days of the 

employment period. Thcrefon; any unemployed and qualified American worker is protected in 

their ability to secure one of these farm jobs. 

While it 11Iay be reasonable to ~sume that as the unemployment ratc rises, more U.S. workers 

will apply for these jobs, this is .not necessarily the case. The numbers ofU.S. workers applying 

for the temporary farmjobs are not as high as one might thi~ apparently due in part to 

severance pay. tbe unemployment insurance program. 8(\d the 54 week extension ofUI benefits 

provided under the economic recovery and stimulus package enacted by the Congress and signed 

into law by Presitlent Obama It has long been true that most unemployed Americans will accept 

a temponuy farmjob nnly after exhaus1ing aU their benefits and other employment options. 

The Administration seems to be concerned about use of the H-2A program amid rising 

unemployment Tates ofU.S. workers, but as discussed above. H~2A workers do not compete with 
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u.s. workers for specific jobs because U.S. workers have the first opportunity to talce that job. It 

is interesting to note, however. that on March 19. 2009 several media stories reported on 

President ObElrna's support for legali7.ing aU the people who are currently in the country illegally. 

Tt has bten estimated that there are 10 - 15 million illegal alie:ns present in the U.S. Of course, 

legalizing all of-those people would suddenly add huge numbers of "U.S. I
• workers to several 

industries, presumably including agriculture. But the Department in this proposal fails to explain 

how the Administration's support for legalizotion of illegal aliens would not detrimentally affect 

all the U.s. workers cUlt'e'Otly out ofwork and who the Department seems to imply could take a 

fann job instead ofan H-2A worker taJciog the job. Millions of fonnerly illegal worl<ers who 

suddenly beeome new "'U.S." 'WOrkers would certainly have more ofan effect on those 

unemployed U.S. workers because they would be on <qual legal footing to compete for the jobs. 

By contrast, H-2A workers only get a chance at a job when U.S. workers aren't available to take 

it. 

The Obama Administration very well may wish to change certain policies of the prior 

Administration, but when it comes to changing fedeml ndes there is a well established and 

legally required process the Adtnioistration must follow to effectuate those policy differences. 

The course the .Depar1ment is following with this proposed suspension violates that well 

established and legally required process. Furthermore, the Departmatt's aetiollS here are a 

dangerous precedent. Under the new rolemaking process the Department is using to pursue this 

action, any agency could suspend any rule for as long as they wanted with virtually no advance 

notice or supporting data, and prevent meaningful pnblic comment, just because the agency 

decides one day to change its mind about what rules it would like to see in effect 

AJJ.y reconsideration of the H·2A regulatory scheme must be done through notice and comment 

in compliance with the APA. The Depanment's proposed suspension will cause chaos 

throughout the ~gulated community. The APA lays out • consistent and predictable process in 

order to avoid C:lt.aet1y this type of whipsawing of the regulated community when an agency 

wishes to change j~ policy, lfOOL's approach under this initiative was follawed in every 
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rulemaking, the regulated community would be thrown into perpetual chaos and our government 

would be more dysfunctional than it is at present. 

It would be difficult to imagine a more arbitrary and capricious action by an agency than a mere 

10 days notice that does not pennit comment on the substance ofan impending 180 degree tum 

on an extE::IlSive regulatory regime that governs the NCGA's entire reason for being. The far

reaching impact of this monumental change on our small family fanners is too great to 

e.ffectively quantify in the short comment period provided. To say such 8. change WQuld result in 

confusion and disruption would be a huge understatement. 

For i.n.stance, NCGA, like many growers across the country, has already conttacted with over a 

thousand workers under the current regulatory scheme and plans to contract witb many thousand 

more in the next few months. IfDOL changes the ndes in mid season there wilt be scares of 

growers with different groups of workers worlOng side by side on the farm this season under at 

least two or even three distinct and vastly different regulatory schemes governing wages. 

benefit.c;, recruitment, protections, penalties, record keeping, enforcement and processes. Trying 

to keep track of which rules apply to which workers will be virtually impossible. DOL provides 

no explanation about bow growers would be expected to keep the differing standards straight Ot 

what the Department's enforcement procedure would be in the midst ofall this confusion. 

DOL asserts that the new rule would not be an efficient use of limited agency resources and it 

would be confusing and disrnptive to program users to engage in steps oecessary to make the 

current rule operational iftbe Department were then to soon after issue a differe11t mle. As part 

of DOL's rationale it again implies that the current rule is nor'operational." In fact, the new rule 

is operational and bas been for more than two months and is workingjust as the Department 

stated it would in tbe Final regulation (with the exception of DOL suddenly refusing to provide 

guidance). 

There is no added confusion or disruption caused by administering the law as it exists. In 

addition, the Department fails to explain how it could possibly be a more efficient use of limited 
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agency resources, as well as less confusing and disruptive, to replace the current rules with the 

old roles and then later in the year promulgate an entirely new set ofH-2A rules, as it says it 

imends to do. The Department's proposed action is completely illogical and incompatible with 

the rationale for the actiolJ. Although the NCGA is content to operate under the H-2A 

regulations as they presently exist, if the Department is intent on proposing changes to the 

program, it would undoubtedly be more efficient, less confusing and less disruptive to follow 

proper APA procedure aod put forward just one proposa1 than it would be to go tbrough the 

proposed suspension ofone set of rules and establishment of another set that would then later be 

replaced by a third version later this year. Spending resout'Ces on writin.g a new rule to replace 

the existing Final mle would be a waste of resources at a time when our government is drowning 

.in red ink. This is, by far, the most inefficient, confusing. and disruptive idea 10 the history of 

DOL, and that is saying a lot 

The Department maintains that suspending the rule would prevent all parties from having to 

incur costs of learning, filing, implementing, and opentting under a new program that will likely 

be subject to further changes. This 1S yet another straw man argument Program users have 

already made the transition as we have described in the preceding paragraphs. And there are 

cxtensive costs ac;sociated with abandoning the current regulations and reinstating the old 

regulations. The Department failed to include any discussion of these costs or their impact on 

prognun users, inc10ding the entities that have no familiarity with the old rules. 

DOL states that a IO-day cor,nment period is necessary due to the time constraints and concerns 

inherent in the administration of the prognun Blld in the use of the prognun by the agricultural 

oornmunity. DOL also asserts that the new rules have been in effect already for 6 weeks (in 

reality it has been 8 weeks) and time is of the essence as new applications are currently being 

filed. This justification is wholly insufficient for the pro:POsed action. It is also laughable 

considering many organizations that oppose the cWTeD.t rulC3 (and presumably support the 

Department's present proposal) asked for an extension of the 60 day comment period on the H

2A NPRM issued in February 2008 that led to promulgation of the current Final ntIes. Ten days 

is simply not enough time for growers to gather all the: relevant data and analysis, economic and 
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otherwise. necessary for the Department to consider in its deliberations. The new applications 

are being fiJed legally and in compliance with the new regulations enacted aftc:r lawful notice 

and a 60 day public comment period. Changing the rules midseason only to change them again 

later (as DOL has suggested that it win do) win result in confusion, inefficiency, and delay that 

will inevitably cost incalculable sums as workers lose jobs, and growers lose crops, profits and 

potentially farms. 

DOL argues that a longer comment period stretches the uncertainty over the applicable rules 

further into the upcoming season. This is outrageous. This season is not up coming. It is here. 

It has already begun. The only uncertainty is what has been created by this DOL. DOL need 

only ptOvide growers witb guidance on small issues not covered by the extensive new roles as 

the Department said it would do .in the preamble to the Final regulations. It is breathtaking to see 

a federal government agency in the most democratic nation on earth claim that it can't allow 

reasonable public input on a regulatory proposal because that may cause ··uncertainty." There is 

a real problem -larger than the administration of the H-2A program - when the U.S. govemmll!'nt 

starts defending its actions by spouting the same rationale we hear from dicta10rs and communist 

regimes. Apparently the Department, and this Administration. could use rome history and civics 

lessons. For starters, you should know that public participation is the essence, indeed the very 

foundation, ofa democratic government. 

The Department declares that growers require clear and consistent guidance on the rules. This;s 

disingenuous OD the part of the DOL. The Department is oot precluded or prohibited in any way 

from issuing guidance on the new rule. To the contrary, DOL has a duty to do so. DOL is 

""""Iessly promoting confu.ion by failing to provide the guidance it promised in the preamble. 

DOL staff that assisted in writing the ,new rule knows very well what the rule states and what is 

required for program users to coroply_ DOL just needs to answer grower's questions when they 

arise. For the record, it should be noted that DOL went silent on any guidance after the 

inauguration on January 20, 2009. The information. email box, and telephone caUs from DOL 

have ceased. If you don't believe it, call the telephone number listed for William Carlson 

2021693·3010, AdministTator for the Office for Foreign Labor Certification. and tell the secretary 
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who answers you are a grower that needs to ask a question about the H-2A program. They will 

put you on hold and leave you to rot Mr. Carlson also will not return calls when messages are 

left. Believe Hor not, even the Internal Revenue Service has better customer service than DOL. 

Never, in the twenty year history ofNCGA's participation in the H·2A program have we 

experienced anything like this. In fact, a career employee with decades of experience at the 

Department (and who obviously fears retribution and wants to remain anonymous) has stated to 

us privately that this Administration is the most secretive and contro)ljng of any they have seen. 

The Departmcut argues that it is mandat<d by the enabling statute to ensure that H-2A 

applications an: processed under an expedited timeframe and the Department's ability to meet 

the statutory requirement is undermined by uncertainties and tecbrlical deficiencies in 

ad.mi.TIistering the program. DOL fails to explain what these uncertainties and deuciencies are 

and thus we canoot evaluate or comment whether the Dew regulations ·or the old regulations are 

best at addressing the concern. But we can definitely say as the nation's largest user of the H~2A 

program that any alleged "uncertainties and technical deficiencies" are less significant than the 

uncertainties, deficiencies and problems with the old H-2A regulations. As for processing. in our 

experience submitting applications for thousands of workers, the Department's processing under 

the current H-2A regulations is much more efficient, predictable and timely than under the old 

regulations. 

The Department states that confusion or delay in administration of the program will result in 

disruption of agricultural production. sales, and market conditions in areas served by H-2A 

workers, which could have further deleterious effectS on an already unstable economic 

environment This is another unsupported conclusion for which DOL provides zero details or 

evidence about specific effects on market conditions that can be measured or evaluated by the 

public. Again, with the unreasonable comment period and lack of advance notice. there is 

insufficient time for growers to gather and present 811 the relevant data and analysis, economic 

and otherwise, demonstrating the harm of this proposed suspension. The Department's failure to 

include any supporting factual data for their position makes it even more difficult to respond 

with data that might contradict, challenge, or iDiom the Department's position. It is clear, 
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however, and well settled among economists that for every fannworker employed there are 3-4 

supporting jobs in the broader economy. Tt is alSQ clear that given the uncertainty created by this 

proposed suspension some growers will avoid and/or abandon the H-2A program and certain low 

value, high labor cost crops like pickle cucumbers. Obviously, that will put U.S. workers in 

supporting jobs out ofwork. This destabilizing effect is not what is needed in the current 

economic environment and is further evidence that the Department's actions would bring about 

the very harm it purportedly is trying to remedy. 

It is obvious that what DOL is proposing will have an adverse effect on growers who have 

already made plans, personnel decisions, budgeted production, borrowed operating capital, and 

signed commodity production conlTacts, all based on the new Final rule. Banks have lent capital 

based on these budget projections. In some cases, growers financial health is so marginal banks 

would not have len.t the mooey based on budgets under the old roles in the current credit crunch. 

Again, as stated above, there is no evidence presented by the Depa'rtment about delays in 

processing applications or administration of the program, and there certainly is no evidence 

presented that application processing has resulted or will result in disruption ofproduction, sales, 

or markets. On the other hand, proceeding with the plan to suspend the current rules and replace 

them with outdated rules will certainly result in disruption ofproduction, sales. or markets for all 

the reasons previously mentioned. including forcing growers out of the H~2A program 

altogether, forcing them to reduce andlor cbao.ge crops, and increasing labor uncertainty and 

compliance costs resulting from having to confonn business practices to a new regime in mid

season and on shon notice. 

The current H-2A niles finally addr<ssed many problems with the program to make it more 

reflective of the modem agricuitural industry. The old rules ~ written more than 20 years ago 

and basically continued a program that had been operating for decades before that. Farming and 

agricultural production in the U.S. has,just like the rest of the economy, undergone profound 

changes in the last two decades. The prior public comments on the NPRM last yeat reflected 

that fact and the ncw H-2A rules include several important improvements to modernize the 
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program, It j!; bard to envision a more disruptive' effect on H~2A growers than to return to an 

outdated regulatory regime designed for a different era 

The Department states that it is imperative that the :regulations and positions taken in the 

preamble be reviewed to ensure they effectively carry out the statutory objectives of the 

program. DOL goes on to say there is a compelling need to undertake a review as soon as 

possible so any changes in the Fionl rule can be implemented in time to avoid jeopardizing 

program use by stakeholders and workers. A review ofthe flew regulations and prior policy 

decisions does not require a suspension of the new Final role, The entire U.S. economy would 

be thrown into chaos ifevery agency ofgovr:mment followed this same approach when 

undertaking a rulcmaking. If the Department is truly co~cemed about jeopardizing program use 

by stakeholders and workers it makes .no sense that the Department would propose an action that 

would have the very result of it purportedly wants to prevent. As we have discussed elsewhere 

in these comments, the suspension of the current regulations and retwn to the oJd regulations will 

result in dramatic negative effects on program users and the broader economy. Although NCGA 

has used the H-2A program for tw<nty years, there are numerous farms that are using the 

program for the first time this year to hire legal foreign workers after the new regulations finally 

created a more workable lind navigable program. DOL's reinstatement of the old program will 

certainly jeopardize program use by those fanners and the wo.r.kers on that fimn. 

DOL states that it is also imperative during the time of review, that the .Department, SWA's, 

workers and employers experience m.inimal disruption as to how applications are processed. and 

the tetros and conditions that apply. This argument is plaiDly wrong. It is this proposed 

suspe.osjon of the new rule in midseason by DOL that will cause massive disruption and 

confusion over how applications ate processed. and the terms and conditions that apply. If the 

suspension goes into effect. busy growers will undoubtedly file applications under the new rule 

based on what they had learned, planned and ptepared for after a year·and-a- half ptoe<sS 

refonning the program. Th. DOL National Processing Center will then undoubtedly rejeet the 

applications and ask for modification because of confusion over applicable roles, and that will 
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begin a deva~ting domino effect that will ultimately cause workers to be late and crops and 

profits to be lost 

As noted previously, the current rule is not producing confusion resulting in significant delays 

affecting production, and the program operates much better now than under the old rules. The 

Department's proposal will result in confusion, disruption and significant delays. We frequently 

experienced that result under the old roles DOL now waots to reinstate, DOL's proposal will 

result in workers arriving late and, critical and time sensitive work activities will go undone. 

Some production activities cannot wait when grow:ing labor intensive agricultural commodities. 

The window ofopportunity is often very narrow for planting, cultivating and harvesting. This 

action by DOL will directly lead to lowtr yields with no reduction in input costs, missed market 

maximization opportunitie:s, crop loss in whole or in part, all of which can be devastating given 

the marginal profits growers earn. Growers will never be made whole because these damages 

cao never be recaptured. Furthermore, grower's market share and future production contracts 

with their customers will be jeopardized because of the fanner's failure to meet their contractual 

obligations in 2009, as a result, in large part, of DOL's unilateral action. The Department's 

irresponsible behavior and cavalier attitude about the law governing rulemaking as well as the 

impact of this proposal on the regulated public not only jeopardizes jobs and stability on the 

fanns this Sea800, but welJ into the future. 1be Department's proposed. action undennines the 

very rationale it cites in support of that action. 

The Department'S proposal to suspend the CUrret:lt regulations and reinstate the old regulations 

raises a whole host of other issues and results in substantial harm to the regulated community 

that lbe Department has oot fully considered or explained. For example, reverting to tbe old 

regulations results in loggers being thrown back into the H-2B program whicb has 8 cap that 

limits the availability of visas. This will have a detrimental effect on logging operations in the 

U.s. Many employers each year who are unable to find sufficient numbers ofU.S. workers are 

also shut out of the H-2B program because ofthe visa cap. For that reason and several others, as 

described in the preamble to the Final rule, the Department moved loggers to H-2A. Ifthey are 

now moved back to H-2B, many logging employers will likely be unable to apply for workers 
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under that program because they have missed the application dates to have a chance - just a 

chance - at getting M H-2B visa. This could presumably affect the availability of wood for sew 

mills that wilt no doubt hurt the construction industry that is already on the brink of disaster. 

This will result in even more lost jobs for American workers. The Final rule also included 

important clarifications for Christmas Tree produ.cer.; relating to the applicability oftbe Fair 

Labor Standards Act (FLSA) and their agricultural production, Removing that clarification and 

certainty by suspending the H-2A Final rules and reverting to the old H-2A rules could reinstate 

the uocertainty regarding those FLSA issues in many parts of the country. By suspending the 

curre.ot rol~ and reinstating the old rules the Department also seems to ~ rejecting its rationale 

for prohibiting the charging of recruitment fees to workers. After program users have adjusted 

their busine!S model Bod practices to accOlU1t for this new mandate, established contracts with 

agents. and in many cases expended tens of thousands of dollars, they will no longer be bound to 

fol!ow this costly program requirement But, prices for services have already been established 

and contracts with agents have already been finalized for the year basod on the =1 program 

rcqu.ireIuents. So now if the Department will require less ofprogram users with regard to 

recruitment fee.c:, that could result in lower costs for program users. But, program users are in 

many cases likely already locked into more costly compensation agreement with agents pursuant 

to the requirements of the Final rule. There is no logical reason for program users to expend 

more money than is required by law, but they now have private contracts requiring them to do 

just that if the Department proceed. with this oct\on. The Depanment has failed to consider, 

analyze and explait'l the destabilizing effect and economic impact on employers, workers, small 

businesses and the economy as a result ofall of these proposed changes. 

In addition, the Departme:nt has not complied with the Paperwork Reduction Act by not 

providing the public with an opportunity to comment on the application form that will be in use 

fonowing a suspension of the Final rule and reinstatement of the old rules. New fonns were 

issued as part of the H-2A Final rule and silSpension of that rule also sllspends the forms that 

Wete redesigned as pad of the rule. This is yet another example of the confusion and disruptioo 

the Departmem is actually cmJ"Iing. rather than allegedly alleviating. through this regulatory 

action. The Department cannot reinstate the old forms used in the H~2A program because they 
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are no longer approved by the Office of Management and Budget and the Department .knows 

this. Is the Department intentionally laying the groundwork to destroy the H-2A program 

through a veiled. backdoor and malicious rulemak.ing process? Again, as with the resr: of the 

substance of the regulations governing the H-2A program.. the NCGA would like an opportunity 

to comment on specific provisions (and even forms) as part of the Department's proposal to 

change the applicable H-2A regulations. But acco.rding to the terms set by tbe Department in the 

Notice. any comments on these subjects will not be considered by the Department. 1bis is 

unbelievable. 

DOL undertook the lengthy rulemaking process to modernize the H-2A program in 2008 to make 

the program workable in response to unanimous agreement from growers and fatmworker 

advocates that the H-2A program was badly broken. The Department did a good job addressing 

the statutory requirements oftbe enabling law to protect U.s. workers wages and working 

conditions from adverse effects aod providing agricultural employers access to a workable 

program tbat offen; them the opportunity to hire legal farmworkers and comply with labor and 

immigndion laws. It is widely known tbat agricultunil employers are among the most heavily 

regulated employers and that H-2A program participants have even more government scrutiny 

and oversight. We arc extremely proud of the grower members ofNCGA for leading the nation 

in progressive labor management practices and their high levels of compliance with immigration 

and labor laws. 

The Department's current proposal will und.ennine the NPRM's stated objective ofcorrecting the 

structural problem. that made the H-2A unworkable and disoourased grower> from participating 

in it. In fact, the current proposal could very well force many growers to continue or return to 

the untenable practice of hiring illegal workers because of the economic advantages that 

breaking the law will yield. It is well settled among growers and advocates, and the Departtraent 

has repeatedly acknowledged, that more than 70%+ ofseasonal agricultural workers ate 

WIl'CDUy present in the U.S. in wlawful status. This is unacceptable for a nwnber of reasons 

including, but not limited to, safe passage for workers. protection from smugglers and thugs. the 

full protection of laws that comes with workers not hiding in the shadows tn fear, government 
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oversight, fair plaY,level playiog field for growers, food safety and traceability, and food supply 

and security, all of which is intertwined with national security issues, and more. 

The proposal to suspend the Pinal rule also adds another layer ofpressure l uncertainty and 

,additional buroens on growers on top ofproducing agricultural commodities in volatile and 

depressed markets. Growers have to deal with tlllprcdictablc weather, disease pressures, pests. 

markets, supply chains, input costs, and Federal regulation that is now, as a result afooL's 

proposed actions. going to be highly confusing and disruptive to production and certainly more 

so than under the current roles. How much more can the farmers take? [t is not suxprising young 

Americans are leaving the farm as rapidly as possible. Do you blame them? And yet, every 

living human being on this planet needs the nomisbment that farmers and fannworkers provide. 

It is a natural law that cannot be broken. Social scientists ptedict that global populations will 

soar in coming decades and with it the need for si,l]1i1ar incren..~s in life sustaining food. 

American farmers arc: the most productive in the world, but it is a difficult and trying enterprise. 

Why do growers endure the overwhelming hardships? It is most certaiDly for their love of 

watching thin&s grow and the land. With all the challenges and difficulties already involved in 

fanning, the Federal government seems intent on making it worse with this proposal. It is 

abundantly clear that U.S. groWeD compete in a world market with producers in other countries 

that do not strain under the overwhelming burden of multi layered and complex legal and 

regulatory frameworks. This competition is unfair and there is little our farmers can do about it. 

But, our government can help fatmers and this nation by promoting policies that ensure 

programs like H-2A contain commonsense requirements that respond to the needs of the modem 

agricultural economy. One thiD.g is certain, Doctors and nutritionist:!! exhort an the time that 

everyone needs to add more wbOlC30IDe and nutritious fruits and vegetables to our diets. The 

most pressing question is where will the food come from? When the Administration pursues 

unwise policies like this proposed suspension, it is compounding the problem for America's 

fanners., pushing more food production off shore and increasing this country's reliance on 

foreign sources of food. We currently have an energy independence crisis. How long will it be 

before we have a food independence crisis? We can survive without enough oil, but not foodl 
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The growers ofNCGA understand the bigger political debate they are caught up in surrounding 

the immigration issue in this country. What NCGA growers do not undemand is why our 

Federal government is constantly adding more requirements, record keeping, and penalties to an 

already over regulated industty. It seems. sometimes, like QUl leaders want to discourage the 

hatdest working people in this COlUltIy from producing food to feed this growing nation. We 

encourage the Department to leave the Final Rule in place until COngress finds the political 

courage to solve the perplexing and complicated immigration issye. 

Our growers want nothing more than a chance to feed, clothe and house our families and this 

country and to pass that responsibility and legacy to the next generation of Americans. The 

Department's proposal will have a devastating effect on America's farmers nod will threaten the 

ability ofmany growers who rely on the H-2A program to continue their operation as they have 

for generations. The Department must provide the public with adequate notice and a meaningIul 

OpporhlOity to comment before pursuing this or any other proposal that so significantly impacts 

the most essential industry in our country. The Secretary ofLabor certainJy has the prerogative 

to change the policy focus and objectives ofthe Dep81tment. But the Secretary cannot violate 

the law in pursuit of those changes in policy and regulations. The Depnrtment expects and 

requires growers to fonew the law. Is it not reasonable for growers to expect the Secretary and 

the Department to do the same? 

~.ct'or, 00 behalfof the "Board ofDiI<ctors,
 

lina Growers Association,
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